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Abstract: A structure of the emission processor being developed for the chemical transport model is described.
Processor is based on free software (PostgreSQL, PostGIS, Python) and is not bound to any predefined fixed input file
formats, where possible. It is planned that its source will be made available after the end of intensive model development
phase.
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INTRODUCTION
Besides meteorology, emissions are another key input needed by air quality models. Level of detail on
which emissions need to be prepared differs depending on the type of model. Generally chemical transport
models (CTM) require the most elaborated inputs – annual emissions of main species need to be
disaggregated in time and space and chemical speciation has to be applied. CTMs also usually work with
huge amount and various types of sources (anthropogenic point, area, and line sources, biogenic sources,
etc.). The only widely used open source emission preprocessor for CTMs is SMOKE (CMAS, 2017). Its
main advantage is that it can be readily used with NWP model WRF (Skamarock et al., 2008) and chemical
transport model CMAQ (Byun and Schere, 2006). Although SMOKE has been applied for Europe many
times (e.g. Bieser et al., 2011; or Borge et al., 2008), its application with non-US data is quite complicated
since it is designed for US-specific inputs. Therefore we decided to develop a new emission processor,
which will be flexible and easily configurable for users using different NWP and CTM models. Its structure
was presented at HARMO 17 conference (poster H17-130; Juruš et al., 2016). While the processor is still
under intensive development, we would like to point out its main features (current or planned) and what
are its main benefits compared to the SMOKE model.
STRUCTURE OF EMISSION PROCESSOR
Emission processor (EP) is based on free software (PostgreSQL, PostGIS, Python) and has a modular
design which allows users to add their own modules. Structure of the EP can be divided into four main
layers which corresponds to the three phases of emission processing: 1) inputs preprocessing and
preparation, 2) scenario setup, 3) emission processor core, 4) outputs postprocessing. Figure 1 shows the
schematic structure of the EP indicating the basic data flow and modules dependency of the processor.
Preprocessing and transformations of the input data
EP has to ingest heterogeneous primary information about the emissions. The role of this phase is to
consolidate and unify the structure and format of emission inputs. Emission processor currently accepts two
file formats the input data: GIS shapefiles and text files. In case of text files, the spatial information can be
provided in a separate GIS shapefile (useful if multiple emission inventories have the same spatial

distribution) or can be read directly from the text file in case of point or regular grid sources based on its
predefined parameters – in this way e.g. TNO MACC (Kuenen et al., 2014) emissions can be read from the
ascii file standardly provided by TNO. Each input file or emission inventory is accompanied by the
supplementary file, which holds information on the type of the input file, its geometry and coordinate
system, type of emission sources (area/point/line), names of columns that contain necessary data (e.g.
parameters of the point sources), and their units. Names of the source categories can be user-defined and
are not bound to any fixed form.
Data are processed to unified format and stored in a PostGIS database. The same emission inventories can
be used for different scenarios, therefore no further preprocessing is done at this stage.

Figure 1 Structure of the new emission processor. The scheme shows basic layers of the processor, flow of the data
and modules dependency (from Juruš et al., 2016).

Scenario setup
Based on the configuration setup, the desired scenario case is initialised. First the grid is created. Generally,
this is not bound to a regular grid, EP can be used to generate emissions for any irregular polygons.
Coordinate system parameters are also initialised. EP is not limited to any particular coordinate system and
can process emissions in any known predefined or user-defined system.

One of the tasks solved by configuration is the setup of particular modules and adjustments to emission
data based on simulation scenario. Configuration also decides which module implementation will be used
in case of multiple implementations of particular submodule – e.g. different calculations of plume rise based
on the availability of meteorological data and/or stack parameters.
Emission processor core
Emission processor core is a key part of the toolchain where the disaggregation of emission totals takes
place. The central task is the processing of spatiotemporal factors for the disaggregation and consequent
chemical speciation. The factors range from static profiles stored in database to less or more dynamic
profiles which can be computed by complex models (e.g. for local heating or agriculture). Time variation
of emissions based on continuous measurement is also possible to use. The emission processor should be
also able to encapsulate external sub-models for the calculation of emission factors. The steps of emission
processor core are:
 Spatial distribution – the factors describing the distribution of emissions into the user-defined grid
or polygons are calculated;
 Computation of time dependent spatial factors – based on static time profiles, meteorology,
mathematical models, GIS data etc.;
 Chemical speciation – the emission data are recalculated into modelled species or groups based
on speciation coefficients;
 External submodules – currently biogenic emissions are calculated by the MEGAN model
(Guenther et al., 2012).
Postprocessing, transformations, outputs preparation
The resulting raw data containing disaggregated emissions from emission processor core are aggregated
according to the user requirements. The results are then transformed to desired data format which is used
by external systems – e.g. by chemical transport models. Currently outputs for CAMx (ENVIRON, 2016)
and CMAQ chemical transport models are the option. But users can define their output file formats. Various
visualizations and reports are also the part of this phase.
CURRENT STATE AND OUTLOOK
At the moment the emission processor has been successfully used in combination with the CAMx model.
It is planned to make the source code publically available after the end of intensive development. If you
would like to be informed about the release of the source code, please send your request to Mr. Ondřej
Vlček <vlcek@chmi.cz>.
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